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RELEASE DATE
22ND APRIL 2013

Label: Le Chant du Monde
File Under: World / France
Catalogue No: 2742235
Barcode: 3149024223525
Price: FULL PRICE
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack
Tatou - vocals
Blu - guitar, banjo, vocals
Déli K - percussion
Denis - drums, percussion, vocals
Jamilson - percussion, vocals

Artemis

MOUSSU T E LEI JOVENTS

Moussu T e lei Jovents, made up of the founder and singer of Massilia Sound System, Tatou (alias Moussu T, Mister T),
and his guitarist, Blu, are now a major presence on the French music scene: an uncontested figurehead of Occitan
music, the group is now making a name for itself beyond the frontiers of their homeland. Over the thirty years of their
encounter-rich career (Massilia was founded in 1984), they have connected with many people, notably those in the
Nordeste region of Brazil and singers like Lénine, Silverio Pessoa and Jamilson Da Silva. 

From this, the group has drawn their inspiration and fundamental principles. The influence of Marseilles music from the
thirties and the popularity of its light operas have also made a major contribution to building the group’s repertoire. And
aside from these influences, Moussu T e lei Jovents have managed to come up with their own style, half-way between
‘chanson’ and Mediterranean blues. Now recognised around the whole world, Moussu T e lei Jovents have come to
internationally represent the music of their home town.

On this album, ‘Artémis’, which is their fifth, the influence of blues music stands out more than ever (cf. ‘Embarcatz!’,
‘Te’n vas de matin’, ‘Mistral’, ‘Lei rainards’, ‘Occitanie sur mer’ etc.), whether it’s in terms of the subjects the songs deal
with (‘Tout mon temps’) or in terms of their structure. There are more songs than ever in Occitan here, since it's when
they work in this language that the group feels the most independent. As in the past, they use a clever mix of
light-heartedness and nostalgia, rebellion and powerful hints of poetry, always without the slightest ostentation.

IN CONCERT: LONDON COTTON'S 2 MAY

Track listing: 	
			
1 	Embarcatz 	3'51 	 / 2 	Mistral 	4'56 / 3 	Artemis 	2'58 /  4 	Tout mon temps 3'25 / 5 	Occitanie sur mer 	3'35 / 6 	Sur ma
serviette 	2'11 / 7 	Tentacules 	2'04 / 8 	Lei rainards 	3'35 	 / 9 	Le bateau 	3'02 / 10 	Te'n vas de matin 	2'59 	 / 11 	Mon
drapeau rouge 	3'53 / 12 	Fada Republicana 	2'05 	 / 13 	Monte vas cançoneta 	4'04



RELEASE DATE
8TH APRIL 2013

Label: NAÏVE
File Under: Jazz
Catalogue No: NJ622811
Barcode: 3298496228115
Price: FULL PRICE
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack
Anthony Strong VOICE, PIANO with:
Tom Farmer BASS; Sebastian de Krom
DRUMS & PERCUSSION; Calum Gourlay
BASS; Matt Skelton DRUMS; Chris Allard
GUITARS; James Morrison TRUMPET SOLO
(3); Brandon Allen TENOR SAX SOLO (7);
Nigel Hitchcock TENOR SAX SOLO (1, 2, 13)
The Horn Section: Alex Garnett; Brandon Allen;
Quentin Collins; Alistair White
The String Section: Daniel Pioro; Paloma Deike;
Charlotte Bonneton; Glensi Roberts; Jenny
Ames; Robert Ames; Magda Pietraszewska'
Tristan Horne

Stepping Out
ANTHONY STRONG

Tipped as the next jazz superstar from England, singer-pianist Anthony Strong marked his arrival on the international
scene with his 2011 EP release 'Delovely', which reached #1 on the UK jazz charts, and the accompanying video 'Cheek
to Cheek' which has been seen around the world.

After a scholarship to The Purcell School of Music, Anthony funded his four-year jazz degree at the world-renowned
Guildhall School of Music by gigging in London and quickly built up a reputation as an in-demand session musician.
Anthony also spent 9 months in the West End as Jerry Lee Lewis in the show 'Million Dollar Quartet'. The 28 year old
London jazz singer-pianist has signed a worldwide recording deal with iconic French label Naïve, the deal capping an
exciting year which began with a Paloma Faith duet on BBC Radio 2’s New Year’s Eve broadcast “Live From The
Savoy”.  

The album features standards (Cole Porter's Too Darn Hot, Irving Berling's Stepping Out With My Baby, My Foolish
Heart, My Ship), covers (L-O-V-E, Stevie Wonder's Overjoyed), and new compositions by Anthony. His band on Stepping
Out has serious jazz credentials, featuring UK musicians of the calibre of Brandon Allen, Callum Gourlay, Nigel Hitchcock
and more, but Strong's potential audience stretches way beyond the normal jazz vistas. With Michael Bublé firmly
ensconced in TV chat show land, the road is open for a successor. With his characterful vocals and superb skills at the
keyboard, Strong's future looks as shiny as his shoes. 

ANTHONY STRONG in concert:
18 April London Hippodrome
10 August Brecon Jazz Festival

“A new, genuine jazz singer” JAZZ HOUSE, BBC RADIO 3
“Great singer, great pianist” JAMIE CULLUM

1. Too Darn Hot (Cole Porter) / 2. Change My Ways (Anthony Strong - Guy Mathers) / 3. Luck be a Lady (Frank Loesser)
/ 4. Stepping Out With My Baby (Irving Berlin) 5. L-O-V-E (Bert Kaempfert - Milt Gabler) / 6. Falling In Love (Anthony
Strong - Adam Sopp/Anthony Strong) / 7. Someone Knows (Anthony Strong - Guy Mathers) / 8. My Foolish Heart (Victor
Young - Ned Washington) / 9. My Ship (Kurt Weill) / 10. Witchcraft (Cy Coleman - Carolyn Leigh) / 11. When I Fall In
Love (Victor Young - Edward Heyman) 12. Overjoyed (Stevie Wonder) / 13. Earlybird (Anthony Strong - Adam
Sopp/Anthony Strong) / 14. Learning To Unlove You (Anthony Strong - Guy Mathers)



RELEASE DATE
8TH APRIL 2013

Label: ACT Music
File Under: Jazz
Catalogue No: ACT9030-2
Barcode: 614427903020
Price: FULL PRICE
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack
Youn Sun Nah - vocals
Ulf Wakenius - guitars
Lars Danielsson - bass & cello
Vincent Peirani - accordion & accordina
Xavier Desandre-Navarre - percussion

Lento

YOUN SUN NAH

Female singers who manage to stir a whole genre are seldom found. Diana Krall and Norah Jones are such outstanding
talents who gave vocal jazz a whole new colour, and Korean singer Youn Sun Nah has been equally phenomenal. In the
last few years she has conquered the music world with her albums “Voyage” (2009) and “Same Girl” (2010) both
released on ACT. 

Her new album “Lento” gives an explanation by combining Youn Sun Nah’s unique qualities. One of them is the blending
of different cultural and musical sources, in a respectful yet unconventional manner. Besides jazz and related styles, she
draws on chanson, pop and folk music, and in addition to compositions by herself and her band members, there is the
extremely light version of the Korean folk song “Arirang” as well as “Hurt” by the alternative rock band Nine Inch Nails,
and Stan Jones’ “Ghost Riders In The Sky”, a classic country song made famous by Johnny Cash. For the first time Nah
also calls upon European classical music: Alexander Skrjabin’s Prelude op. 16 Nr. 4 in E minor with its tempo indication
”Lento” was a source of inspiration for the album’s title, and it also sets up an intimate, atmospheric and harmonious
musical world.

With her universal yet individual style Youn Sun Nah gives traditional vocal jazz a new flavour, while unconventionally
and effortlessly exploring new exciting spaces. She is one of the most outstanding representatives of vocal jazz that
includes the whole spectrum of contemporary music.

ADVERTISED IN JAZZWISE

POSTERS ARE AVAILABLE

Track listing: 	
1 	Lento 	3'04 	 / 2 	Lament 	3'40 / 3 	Hurt 	5'22 / 4 	Empty Dream 	4'20 	 / 5 	Momento Magico 	5'32 / 6 	Soundless Bye
	3'44 	 / 7 	Full Circle 	3'36 / 8 	Ghost Riders in the Sky 	4'58 	 / 9 	Waiting 	3'30 / 10 	Arirang 	4'25 / 11 	New Dawn 	3'42



RELEASE DATE
8TH APRIL 2013

Label: ACT Music
File Under: Jazz
Catalogue No: ACT9030-1
Barcode: 614427903013
Price: FULL PRICE
Format: 1 LP
Youn Sun Nah - vocals
Ulf Wakenius - guitars
Lars Danielsson - bass & cello
Vincent Peirani - accordion & accordina
Xavier Desandre-Navarre - percussion

Lento LP
YOUN SUN NAH

VINYL LP VERSION WITH BONUS CD OF THE ALBUM INCLUDED.

Female singers who manage to stir a whole genre are seldom found. Diana Krall and Norah Jones are such outstanding
talents who gave vocal jazz a whole new colour, and Korean singer Youn Sun Nah has been equally phenomenal. In the
last few years she has conquered the music world with her albums “Voyage” (2009) and “Same Girl” (2010) both
released on ACT.

With her universal yet individual style Youn Sun Nah gives traditional vocal jazz a new flavour, while unconventionally
and effortlessly exploring new exciting spaces. She is one of the most outstanding representatives of vocal jazz that
includes the whole spectrum of contemporary music.

Track listing:
Side A
1. Lento 3'04
2. Lament 3'40
3. Hurt 5'22
4. Empty Dream 4'20
5. Momento Magico 5'32
Side B
1. Soundless Bye 3'44
2. Full Circle 3'36
3. Ghost Riders in the Sky 4'58
4. Waiting 3'30
5. Arirang 4'25
6. New Dawn 3'42



RELEASE DATE
8TH APRIL 2013

Label: ACT Music
File Under: Jazz
Catalogue No: ACT9556-2
Barcode: 614427955623
Price: FULL PRICE
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack

Jazz at Berlin Philharmonic 1

IIRO RANTALA / MICHAEL WOLLNY / LESZEK MOZDZER

Jazz at Berlin Philharmonic: The new concert series in the Chamber Music Hall of the Berlin Philharmonic picks up on
Norman Granz' ground-breaking 1944 idea for Jazz at the Philharmonic . The Berlin Philharmonic Foundation was of the
opinion that jazz deserved more attention, and when ACT-owner Siggi Loch remembered the original "Jazz at the
Philharmonic" concert series, he proposed such a concept for Berlin. 

It became immediately apparent on 11 December 2012, at the opening night of "Jazz at Berlin Philharmonic", that jazz is
a welcome guest. For the first time in its 25-year history, the Kammermusiksaal was completely sold out for a jazz
concert, with an audience of 1200. 3 pianists - Iiro Rantala, Leszek Mo&#380;d&#380;er and Michael Wollny proved – as
soloists, in duos and as a trio – that jazz can break down the rigid old borders between "serious" and "entertaining"
music. They showed an audience of largely classical fans that, in no uncertain terms, classical and jazz are anything but
opposites.

ADVERTISED IN JAZZWISE

POSTERS ARE AVAILABLE

Track listing: 	
			
1 	Aria and Goldberg Variation (IR) 	7'12 	 
2 	Tears for Esbjorn (IR & MW) 	6'53 	 
3 	Hexentanz (MW) 	10'22 	 
4 	No Message (LM)	5'28 	 
5 	Incognitor (LM) 	5'33 	 
6 	Svantetic (LM & MW)	6'34 	 
7 	Suffering (IR & LM) 	8'08 	 
8 	Armando's Rumba (IR, LM & MW)	6'16



RELEASE DATE
8TH APRIL 2013

Label: ACT Music
File Under: Jazz
Catalogue No: ACT9553-2
Barcode: 614427955326
Price: FULL PRICE
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack
Bernie Mallinger - violin
Igmar Jenner - violin
Cynthia Liao - viola
Asja Valcic - cello

Posting Joe
Celebrating Weather Report - live
RADIO STRING QUARTET VIENNA

I shook his hand once, so I guess you can’t call it a closer acquaintance.” A typically Viennese answer by Bernie
Mallinger to the question about his personal relationship to Joe Zawinul. Nonetheless, the music of his Austrian colleague
has been omnipresent for him and the other members of the radio.string.quartet.vienna (r.s.q.v). It could hardly be
otherwise, Zawinul is one of the most significant personalities of jazz: the style-forming pianist of the hard bop era with
“Cannonball” Adderley, a pioneer of fusion on Miles Davis’
groundbreaking recordings “In A Silent Way” and “Bitches Brew”, with his own band “Weather Report”, founded together
with Wayne Shorter, and finally with “Syndicate”, a combination of jazz and world music. 

Ever since r.s.q.v was founded in 2003, it has been innovatively broadening the spectrum of the string quartet. The music
of Zawinul has been a constant four all four members and featured heavily on their last tour, so a live album makes
perfect sense.

Track listing: 	
			
1 	Troposphere 	1'39 	 
2 	Birdland 	6'33 	 
3 	Freezing Fire 	4'05 	 
4 	Peace 	6'16 	 
5 	Black Market 	6'35 	 
6 	Dream Clock 	6'14 	 
7 	Wireless Wings - For Joe 	6'55 	 
8 	In A Silent Way 	3'54 	 
9 	Cannonball 	5'51 	 
10 	Volcano For Hire 	6'31



RELEASE DATE
8TH APRIL 2013

Label: ACT Music
File Under: Jazz
Catalogue No: ACT9551-2
Barcode: 614427955128
Price: FULL PRICE
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack
Christian Muthspiel - trombone, piano, e-piano,
recorder
Matthieu Michel - trumpet, flugelhorn
Franck Tortiller - vibraphone
Steve Swallow - electric bass

Seaven Teares
CHRISTIAN MUTHSPIEL 4

Austrian trombonist, pianist, composer and conductor Christian Muthspiel converts the master of English Renaissance
music John Dowland (1563-1626) to jazz on his ACT debut “Seaven Teares”.

To accopmpany him his wish was to find musicians who “are at home in the worlds of both composed music as well as
improvisation and jazz.” This is true for the Swiss trumpeter Matthieu Michel as well as for the French vibraphonist
Franck Tortiller who, amongst other things, became famous as the director of the Orchestre National du Jazz. And
naturally also for the fourth man in the team, Steve Swallow, who is not only the grand old man of electric bass and has
played with almost all US jazz stars, but also an acclaimed composer. 

Together they start a fascinating journey along ten songs of Dowland’s ingenious instrumental cycle “Lachrimae, or
Seven Teares”. The compositional metamorphoses of the compendium of tears from “Tears of Love” and “Bitter Tears” to
“Crocodile Tears” are thematically similar to the original. With this album Christian Muthspiel joins the group of ACT
artists who combine different sounds and make music for listeners who are not interested in dividing music in genres and
categories, but are rather fascinated by intelligent, contemporary and unique music. 

Track listing: 	
			
1 	Tears of Love 	7'30 	 
2 	Happy Tears 	7'53 	 
3 	Tears of Joy 	4'39 	 
4 	Bitter Tears 	6'23 	 
5 	Dancing Tears 	2'16 	 
6 	Crocodile Tears 	3'31 	 
7 	Tears of a Clown 	4'28 	 
8 	Frozen Tears 	7'56 	 
9 	Tears of Laughter 	3'12 	 
10 	Endless Tears 	8'56



RELEASE DATE
8TH APRIL 2013

Label: ACT Music
File Under: Jazz
Catalogue No: ACT9590-2
Barcode: 614427959027
Price: BUDGET PRICE
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack

Magic Moments 6 
In the Spirit of Jazz
VARIOUS ARTISTS

The sixth volume in the Magic Moments series of collections, showcasing the depth, innovation and consistency of the
German label through a mix of recent and forthcoming tracks. Includes an ACT 2013 catalogue.

ADVERTISED IN JAZZWISE

Track listing:
1.	Wesseltoft/Kraggerud - Margit Hjukse 03:42
2.	Jacob Karlzon - Fool's Gold 05:22
3.	Youn Sun Nah - Lament 03:40
4.	Wolfgang Haffner - Melodia del viento 04:12
5.	Vincent Peirani - Waltz For JB 05:33
6.	Adam Baldych - The Room of Imagination 07:08
7.	Torsten Goods - Someone Like You 05:04
8.	Dieter Ilg - Glocken 03:55
9.	Christian Muthspiel - Tears of Love 07:30
10.	Céline Bonacina - Bayrum 04:08
11.	Cæcilie Norby - Stepping Stone 03:29
12.	Klaus Paier & Asja Valcic - Troubadour 03:40
13.	Arne Jansen - The Great He Goat (Radio Edit) 02:52
14.	In THe Country - Birch Song 08:08
15.	Iiro Rantal & Leszek Mozdzer - Suffering 08:08
16.	radio.string.quartet.vienna - Volcano For Hire 06:31 



RELEASE DATE
8TH APRIL 2013

Label: Pi Recordings
File Under: Jazz
Catalogue No: Pi47
Barcode: 808713004724
Price: FULL PRICE
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack
Steve Coleman - alto saxophone
Jonathan Finlayson - trumpet
Anthony Tidd - bass
Sean Rickman - drums
Miles Okazaki - guitar (on tracks 2, 6, 8, 10, 11
only)

Functional Arrhythmias
STEVE COLEMAN & FIVE ELEMENTS

Functional Arrhythmias is the latest and most ambitious chapter in alto saxophonist Steve Coleman’s ongoing study into
patterns found in nature – in this case the various rhythms found inside the human body – and using them as the building
blocks for his highly individual musical language. The new CD follows on the critically acclaimed Harvesting Semblances
and Affinities and The Mancy of Sound, both released on Pi Recordings. To help realize his latest musical vision,
Coleman has revamped his band Five Elements by reenlisting two veterans: Sean Rickman on drums and Anthony Tidd
on bass. Together with long-time member Jonathan Finlayson – one of the most acclaimed young trumpeters on the jazz
scene – and guitarist Miles Okazaki, they possess the combination of intuition and experience to capture Coleman’s
music in all its labyrinthine beauty. 

• The compositions on Functional Arrhythmias are inspired by Coleman’s fascination with patterns found in nature, in this
case the irregular rhythms of the human heartbeat.
• Inspired by master drummer Milford Graves’ ground-breaking research into the connection between heartbeat and
music.
• Features the return of two veteran members of Five Elements: Anthony Tidd and Sean Rickman, who bring a nimble
muscularity to the music.
• Coleman’s two prior releases on Pi, Harvesting Semblances and Affinities, and The Mancy of Sound were both critically
acclaimed, with Harvesting named the #1 album of 2010 by Ben Ratliff in the New York Times.
• Thought by many to be the most influential jazz musician of his era. Pianist Vijay Iyer calls Coleman “the most influential
jazz musician since John Coltrane.”
• Coleman is one of the founders of the M-Base movement, which paved the way for artists such as Greg Osby,
Cassandra Wilson, Geri Allen and Ravi Coltrane to greater acclaim.

Track listing:
1. Sinews 6:52 / 2. Medulla-Vagus 6:33 / 3. Chemical Intuition 3:56 / 4. Cerebrum Crossover 6:45 / 5. Limbic Cry 5:36 / 6.
Cardiovascular 2:34 / 7. Respiratory Flow 3:51 / 8. Irregular Heartbeats 3:57 / 9. Cerebellum Lean 5:26 / 10. Lymph
Swag (Dance of the Leukocytes) 3:50 / 11. Adrenal, Got Ghost 3:05 / 12. Assim-Elim 3:32 / 13. Hormone Trig 4:29 / 14.
Snap-Sis 3:08



RELEASE DATE
8TH APRIL 2013

Label: Jazz Village
File Under: Jazz
Catalogue No: 570013
Barcode: 3149027000925
Price: FULL PRICE
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack
Gilad Hekselman - guitars, synths, glockenspiel
Marcus Gilmore - drums
Joe Martin - bass
Mark Turner - tenor sax

This Just In
GILAD HEKSELMAN

"This Just In", Gilad Hekselman's fourth album, is by far his most exciting. It plays out like a news broadcast, peppered
with short, improvised news breaks that highlight his compositions and their openness to a multitude of influences. Jazz,
rock, folk, African, Israeli and North Indian classical music are dispersed throughout the album where Gilad's harmonic
creativity and rhythmic mastery prove to be natural elements of the melodic virtuosity that has become his trademark.
Leading his powerful trio with Joe Martin on bass, Marcus Gilmore on drums and guest saxophonist Mark Turner on two
tracks, Gilad Hekselman's deliciously dynamic music truly shines.

tracks 	
			
1 	Above 	7'38 	 
2 	Newsflash # 1 	0'22 	 
3 	This Just In 	8'15 	 
4 	Newsflash # 2 	0'51 	 
5 	The Ghost Of The North 	4'18 	 
6 	Newsflash # 3 	0'35 	 
7 	March Of The Sad 	7'04 	 
8 	Newsflash # 4 	0'15 	 
9 	Nothing Personal 	7'56 	 
10 	Eye In The Sky 	5'06 	 
11 	Newsflash # 5 	0'44 	 
12 	Dreamers 	5'49 	 
13 	This Just Out 	1'52



RELEASE DATE
8TH APRIL 2013

Label: Jazz Village
File Under: Jazz
Catalogue No: 570011
Barcode: 3149027001427
Price: FULL PRICE
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack
Raphaël Imbert - saxophones, bass clarinet,
piano; Marion Rampal - vocals; Thomas Weirich
- guitars, record player; Simon Sieger -
trombone, piano, organ; André Rossi - piano,
organ; Pierre Fénichel - doublebass; Jean-Luc
Difraya - drums, vocals; Vussa Vequi - drums
Quatuor Manfred:
Marie Béreau - violin; Luigi Vecchioni - violin;
Emmanuel Haratyk - viola; Christian Wolff -
cello; Florent Héau - clarinets

Heavens
Amadeus & The Duke
RAPHAËL IMBERT PROJECT

This project creates an exciting new bridge between Western classical music and African-American music.  With his
band of virtuosos, Raphaël Imbert weaves together the common themes in the worlds of Ellington and Mozart.  Making
each echo to the other's sound, he conjoins them in a musical marriage which brilliantly merges their works.  Heavens is
an immense modern jam session, drawing on eclectic multicultural sources: blues, chamber music, secular song,
German lied, sacred music, stomp, gospel, opera…

Inspired by both written and oral traditions, driven by improvisation and a swinging momentum, the saxophonist reveals
the genius of these two great Masters.  He brings to the fore their humour and their spirituality, a spirituality which at
times touches the universal imagination.  If their worlds combine so harmoniously, it is also because the three creators of
this exceptional work, Mozart, Ellington and Imbert, are all blessed with the same innocence, the same passion, the
same joy in sharing.  In Heavens, the music lover is raised to a rainbow paradise where the hearts of jazz and classical
music collide and beat together, and where music is as much a state of mind as a question of style.  How happy are we
to experience the union of this trinity! 

Track listing: 	
1 	Dancers in Love 	2'52 	/ 2 	Such Sweet Thunder 	3'12 / 3 	Allegretto Con Variazioni 	5'48 	 / 4 	Das Lied Der Trennung,
K. 519 	4'52 	 / 5 	Ethiopi-K23 	3'31 / 6 	My Love 	2'42 / 7 	Les Dissonances, K. 465 	1'34 	 / 8 	Introduction & Heaven
	0'51 	 / 9 	Zwei Geharnischte Männer 	2'36 / 10 	Black And Tan Fantasy 	4'24 	 / 11 	A Cenar Teco 	4'31 	/ 12 	Praise
God 	3'20 	 / 13 	Man Came To Jesus 	3'40 / 14 	Happy Go Lucky Local / The Beautiful American 	4'59 	 / 15 	New World
A-Comin' 	1'37 /  16 	Come Sunday 	4'16 	 / 17 	Die Himmlischen 	3'52 / 18 	Ave Verum Corpus, K. 618 	4'55



RELEASE DATE
8TH APRIL 2013

Label: CAM Jazz
File Under: Jazz
Catalogue No: CAMJ7856-2
Barcode: 8052405140784
Price: FULL PRICE
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: cristal
Dave Binney - alto saxophone 
Donny McCaslin - tenor saxophone 
John Escreet - piano and fender rhodes
Matt Brewer - acoustic and electric bass
Antonio Sanchez - drums, vocals and additional
keyboards
Thana Alexa - voice

New Life
ANTONIO SANCHEZ

Being considered one of the greatest sidemen around today can sometimes be a heavy burden to bear. There are very
few musicians who with determination, intelligence and willpower can become successful leaders.  Antonio Sanchez,
supported by the visionary nature of CAM JAZZ, succeeded in this difficult mission. "New Life", the new album by the
drummer from Mexico City, conclusively establishes Sanchez as a complete artist; a musician unlike any other behind
cymbals and drums, he is a brilliant composer and organizer of sounds. 

In his music, in a more or less evident manner, references appear and disappear to some of the musicians who have
influenced his artistic career—among them Pat Metheny, in whose group Sanchez has played a big part. But there is
much more: there's an attention to detail, a love for the immeasurable sense of melody and a unique ability to not put
your instrument in the first row, but think of it as one of the voices at the service of the whole.

"the spectacularly virtuosic leader is always a hypnotic performer" GUARDIAN

Track listing:

1. Uprisings and Revolutions 8:48
2. Minotauro 8:48
3. New Life 14:19
4. Nighttime Story 6:35
5. Medusa 8:21
6. The Real McDaddy 8:47
7. Air 7:36
8. Family Ties 8:45



RELEASE DATE
8TH APRIL 2013

Label: Ni Vu Ni Connu
File Under: Jazz
Catalogue No: NVNCLP001/004
Barcode: 5453003190011
Price: FULL PRICE
Format: 4 LP
Musicians (in alphabetical order): Tom Arthurs -
trumpet; Steve Beresford - piano, electronics;
Tony Bevan - soprano & bass saxophones;
Matthew Bourne - piano; Gail Brand - trombone;
Lol Coxhill - soprano saxophone; Rhodri Davies
- harp, electric harp; John Edwards - double
bass; Shabaka Hutchings - clarinet, tenor
saxophone; Dominic Lash - double bass; Phil
Minton - voice; Eddie Prévost - drums,
percussion; Orphy Robinson - vibraphone; Mark
Sanders - drums; Alex Ward - clarinet, guitar;
Trevor Watts - soprano & alto saxophones

Just Not Cricket!
Three Days of British Improvised Music in Berlin
VARIOUS ARTISTS

• A luxury box set of 4 heavyweight 180g virgin vinyl LPs
• Limited Edition print of 1,000 copies
• The box set comes with a download code for various digital formats
• Includes a 20-page booklet with photos, interviews and an essay by Wolfgang Seidel 
• Interviews with the musicians in the booklet  conducted by Stewart Lee
• Includes the original festival programme with a text by Brian Morton

This luxury 4LP box set documents a three-day festival held in Berlin in October 2011 with a unique line-up of 16
musicians from different generations of British Improvisors. In a cross-generational confirmation of the vibrancy and
relevance of the music they originated, legendary figures like Lol Coxhill, Eddie Prévost, Phil Minton and Trevor Watts
play in never-before-heard combinations with younger players like Rhodri Davies, Shabaka Hutchings, Matthew Bourne
and Alex Ward. All tracks are complete performances or un-edited extracts from longer performances. All tracks are free
improvisations. 3 hours of unrestrained musical brilliance!
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William Parker - bass
Conny Bauer - trombone
Hamid Drake - drums

Tender Exploration
WILLIAM PARKER / CONNY BAUER / HAMID DRAKE

William Parker and Hamid Drake have worked together in myriad set-ups and have large discographies together and
separately. The pair have been mainstays of the New York jazz scene for decades and have built an enviable reputation
as far-sighted musical explorers. On this trio date recorded live at the Roulette club on February 26, 2010, they are joined
by one of Europe's finest free jazz trombonists, Conny Bauer.

Conrad Bauer's many collaborators include such leading avant-gardists as Louis Sclavis, Derek Bailey, Han Bennink,
Anthony Braxton, Peter Brotzmann, Gerry Hemingway, Fred van Hove, Peter Kowald, George Lewis, Butch Morris, Tony
Oxley, and Barre Phillips. Bauer spent his early career in East Germany, studying trombone in Dresden and Berlin. He
spent the '70s and '80s leading his own bands in the GDR; he led the state jazz orchestra in 1987-1988. His profile rose
in the '90s as he began recording for Western labels, including Victo, Intakt and FMPs, among others. 

Track listing: 	
			
1. 	Drake 	24'55 	 
2. 	Parker 	4'09 	 
3. 	Bauer 	26'44
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Ernst Reijseger - cello, voice
Harmen Fraanje - piano
Mola Sylla - vocals, percussion

Down Deep
REIJSEGER / FRAANJE / SYLLA

Mola Sylla from Dakar met Ernst Reijseger just after he played his first concerts in Amsterdam in the late 80’s. Since then
Amsterdam has been Sylla’s home base. Ten years after this first meeting Sylla asked Reijseger to perform concerts as
a duo. This was the start of a strong musical partnership. In 2002, Reijseger recorded with the singer Mola Sylla the
album »Janna«. Pianist Harmen Fraanje came later, the joint path started in 2007. In 2009 and 2010 Ernst Reijseger
recorded among others with Mola Sylla and Harmen Fraanje film music for Werner Herzog.

Ernst Reijseger, Harman Fraanje and Mola Sylla create a unique, personal and most original music. All three have
written for »Down Deep« special compositions so that their individual vocabulary connects in a very natural way. After
experiencing great concert performances music producer Stefan Winter asked Ernst
Reijseger to record the new album »Down Deep« live-to-analog- two-track to capture the real moment of the music
without any digital editing and without any digital manipulation. 

The music of Ernst Reijseger with Harmen Fraanje and Mola Sylla is a very emotional experience. »Down Deep« brings
together musical elements and playing traditions of most divergent cultural horizons. Ernst Reijseger, Harmen Fraanje
and Mola Sylla create a unique melange, which doesn't fit into any category.

Track listing:
1. Elena 6:04
2. M'br 5:23
3. Amerigo 8:32
4. Shaped by the Tide 5:28
5. Hemisacraal 6:00
6. E lucevan le stelle 3:43
7. Ana 8:52
8. Down Deep 2:15
9. Her Eyes 2:48 

Total Time: 49:44
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Ernst Reijseger - cello, voice
Harmen Fraanje - piano
Mola Sylla - vocals, percussion

Down Deep
REIJSEGER / FRAANJE / SYLLA

180 GRAM VINYL LP - EDITION STRICTLY LIMITED TO 500 NUMBERED COPIES

Mola Sylla from Dakar met Ernst Reijseger just after he played his first concerts in Amsterdam in the late 80’s. Since then
Amsterdam has been Sylla’s home base. Ten years after this first meeting Sylla asked Reijseger to perform concerts as
a duo. This was the start of a strong musical partnership. In 2002, Reijseger recorded with the singer Mola Sylla the
album »Janna«. Pianist Harmen Fraanje came later, the joint path started in 2007. In 2009 and 2010 Ernst Reijseger
recorded among others with Mola Sylla and Harmen Fraanje film music for Werner Herzog.

Ernst Reijseger, Harman Fraanje and Mola Sylla create a unique, personal and most original music. All three have
written for »Down Deep« special compositions so that their individual vocabulary connects in a very natural way. After
experiencing great concert performances music producer Stefan Winter asked Ernst
Reijseger to record the new album »Down Deep« live-to-analog- two-track to capture the real moment of the music
without any digital editing and without any digital manipulation. 

The music of Ernst Reijseger with Harmen Fraanje and Mola Sylla is a very emotional experience. »Down Deep« brings
together musical elements and playing traditions of most divergent cultural horizons. Ernst Reijseger, Harmen Fraanje
and Mola Sylla create a unique melange, which doesn't fit into any category.

Track listing:
Side A:
1. Elena 
2. M'br 
3. Amerigo 
4. Shaped by the Tide 
Side B:
1. Hemisacraal 
2. E lucevan le stelle 
3. Ana
4. Down Deep
5. Her Eyes 

total time: 49:44
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Travis Laplante - tenor sax
Darius Jones - alto sax
Andrew Smiley - guitar
Jason Nazary - drums

Lung

LITTLE WOMEN

Lung – the new album-length composition from Brooklyn’s genre-defying Little Women – is an epic without direct
precedent.  Where their acclaimed 2010 suite Throat (AUM061) grabbed listeners by their necks from the first seconds,
Lung arises slowly from silence to embrace and entrance. Tenor saxophonist Travis Laplante, alto saxophonist Darius
Jones, guitarist Andrew Smiley and drummer Jason Nazary collectively composed and refined this piece over more than
a year.  It is a collaborative work at the purest level, and is by far their most dynamic work to date. 

Tone poem evocation, pop group melodicism, all-four-vocal-chords-as-one intonation, and unparalleled
shrapnel-sharp/laser-beam-focused shredding are some of the sonic vistas moved through during Lung.

Track listing: 

Lung    42:13
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Kevin Diehl – Drums, Bata
Chuck Joseph – Bata
Matt Engle – Bass
Terry Lawson – Tenor Sax
Todd Margasak – Cornet 
& many guests

Jetway Confidential
SONIC LIBERATION FRONT

Like an exposé of the past and a prediction of the future, Sonic Liberation Front melds together sounds and time periods.
Picking up the mantle from the Sun Ra Arkestra as Philadelphia’s most dimensional band, the group explores material
inspired in part by Sun Ra on its new album, Jetway Confidential.  Wielding their finely-honed brand of Lukumi
(Afro-Cuban) meets post-avant garde-and-everything-else mojo, their 5th album opens with a fierce electro groove with
bata and whistling. There is sonic tone piece in homage to Morton Feldman; a traditional Lukumi piece, sung by Olufemi
Michell; a straight up, avant-garde burner; a space-lore tribute to Sun Ra, and more.

Coming on the heels of 2011's well-received document Sonic Liberation Front Meets Sunny Murray, Jetway Confidential
reveals influences as far afield as Sun Ra, Morton Feldman, Tata Guines, Lasaro Ros, Jackie McLean, Miles Davis, and
the David Lean film Bridge Over the River Kwai. Sometimes the revelations in sound are subtle and sometimes the
magic is obvious. Sonic Liberation Front has created another fantastic record.

“SLF succeed in demonstrating how close to African models much of the freakout music of Ra and Coltrane actually was
… ludicrously superb" THE WIRE

Track listing: 

1. Uh-Uh  7:04
2. Mother of Nine  5:29
3. Jetway Confidential No. 3 (for Sun Ra)  10:11
4. Padrino's Hit  1:43 
5. Yemaya  7:21
6. OneTwoThree  3:55
7. Umami  9:23
8. One Two  2:07
9. Metaphyzzix  5:40
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Ben Riley - drums
Wayne Escoffery - tenor saxophone
Avi Rothbard - guitar (1, 4, 5, 7)
Freddie Bryant - guitar (2, 3, 6)
Ray Drummond - bass

Grown Folks Music
BEN RILEY QUARTET

"Whenever I have the opportunity of playing with Ben Riley, I am reminded why I fell in love with this music we call Jazz
in the first place...the groove. After four years of working in Ben’s Monk Legacy Septet, I decided to ask a few clubs to
present Ben in a more intimate quartet setting joined by one of his regular co-conspirators of groove, Ray Drummond.
Smoke Jazz & Supper Club was the first to jump at the chance to book the group.  On the car ride home after the
quartet's first performance, guitarist Avi Rothbard and I relished the depth of what we had just experienced and
concluded that that night, we had played solely ""Grown Folks Music"" – An unsurpassed maturity and sophistication with
a laid back groove that was relentlessly elegant and never ostentatious.  This is all to be expected from a master
musician born of the music of Charlie Parker, Thelonious Monk, Johnny Griffin, John Coltrane and the like. After this and
a few other unforgettable quartet performances with Ben, I became determined to get the group recorded. I think that this
CD captures Ben at his best and I hope you enjoy listening to him here as much as I've enjoy playing with him on the
bandstand. Drummer Ben Riley is truly one of a kind."  
Wayne Escoffery

Track listing:

1. Friday the 13th - 10:00
2. Laura - 7:27
3. Teo - 6:29
4. Without a Song - 8:36
5. A Weaver Of Dreams - 8:55
6. Lulu's Back in Town - 8:32
7. If Ever I Would Leave You - 8:25 
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Luciana Souza - vocals
Romero Lubambo - guitar (2, 8, 9, 11)
Toninho Horta - guitar (1, 4, 10, 12)
Marco Pereira - guitar (3, 5, 6, 7)

Duos III
LUCIANA SOUZA

Three-time Grammy Award nominee Luciana Souza hails from São Paulo, Brazil, where she grew up in a family of
musicians. A respected composer and performer, she has appeared and recorded with renowned jazz musicians and
composers of new music, including Danilo Perez, Hermeto Pascoal, Maria Schneider, Kenny Werner, John Patitucci, and
Osvaldo Golijov. This album is the third volume of her series dedicated to Brazilian song.

"I have always favored the honesty and clarity of live recordings - in the case of the Duos records, a voice, a guitar, and a
song. All of the guitar players that I have invited to collaborate on this record are masters in their own right. Each of them
has carved out a different area of the spectrum of Brazilian guitar playing as the emotional center-point of their mastery.

The depth of each of their musicality has helped me to tell these stories, and to hopefully do justice to these undeniably
great songs. I am enormously grateful to each of them for helping me get to the unconscious place where true beauty
lives."
Luciana Souza

Track listing:

1. Tim Tim Por Tim Tim - 1:32
2. Doralice - 2:06
3. Chora Coracao - 2:42
4. Pedra da Lua - 2:55
5. Dona Lu - 3:56
6. Mágoas de Coboclo - 3:39
7. Eu Vim da Bahia - 2:42
8. As Rosas Não Falam - 4:02
9. Lamento Sertanejo & Maçã do Rosto - 3:45
10. Inutil Paisagem - 2:51
11. Dindi - 6:06
12. Beijo Partido - 5:03 
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Luciana Souza - vocals
Larry Koonse - guitar
David Piltch - acoustic bass
Jay Bellerose - drums, percussion

The Book of Chet
LUCIANA SOUZA

Luciana Souza is a singer and songwriter who defies category. Her singing has been called "transcendental" and her
recordings have garnered fans all over the globe. The Book of Chet and Duos III are her two latest offerings. Both
records have been nominated for a Grammy - The Book of Chet as Best Jazz Vocal Record, and Duos III as Best Latin
Jazz Record.

"Something happens to me every time I hear Chet Baker sing. There is something he gets at with his interpretations - a
quiet loneliness - that I crave in music. Chet is able to transport me to a place, and to keep me there for the duration of
the song. Through his singing I have become intimate with solitude. This record is an attempt to articulate the world that
Chet’s music takes me to..."
Luciana Souza 

Track listing:

1. The Very Thought of You - 5:08
2. I Fall In Love Too Easily - 4:27
3. I Don\'t Stand a Ghost of a Chance With You - 4:15
4. You Go To My Head - 4:27
5. The Thrill Is Gone - 5:40
6. Forgetful - 5:15
7. He Was Too Good To Me - 4:24
8. I Get Along Without You Very Well - 5:45
9. Oh You Crazy Moon - 4:17
10. The Touch of Your Lips - 2:55
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Steve Kuhn - piano
Ron Carter - bass
Al Foster - drums

Life's Magic
STEVE KUHN TRIO

Steve Kuhn was a music major at Harvard. After graduating, he won a three-week scholarship to the Lenox School of
Music, where he worked alongside Ornette Coleman, Don Cherry, Gary McFarland, David Baker, members of the
Modern Jazz Quartet, William Russo, Gunther Schuller, and George Russell. Kuhn then moved to New York and joined
Kenny Dorham's band. A year later, John Coltrane hired Kuhn for the piano chair in his first quartet, prior to McCoy
Tyner.

He has recorded and toured steadily ever since. He's dabbled with electric keyboards, led a quartet with saxophonist
Steve Slagle, maintained a long-standing duet with vocalist Sheila Jordan, taught master classes, and appeared solo --
yet Kuhn's format of choice is the piano trio. But whether alone, in trio, or with sympatico horns, Steve Kuhn is a
distinguished and distinctive master jazzman. 

"Back in 1986, when this music was recorded live at the Village Vanguard in New York City, I felt like a kid in a candy
store....I was so happy to be playing with Ron and Al. They play with such ease and conviction...it was truly inspiring to
be on the same band stand with them. Listening back to the music now after almost 30 years, I think the freshness and
vitality still exist. I am so happy Sunnyside is re-releasing this. I hope you enjoy it. Thank you."
Steve Kuhn

Track listing:

1. Little Old Lady - 4:14
2. Two By Two - 7:48
3. Jitterbug Waltz - 10:11
4. Ulla / Trance - 12:01
5. Yesterday\'s Gardenias - 6:09
6. Mr. Calypso Kuhn - 6:33
7. Never Let Me Go - 4:52
8. Softly, As In A Morning Sunrise - 13:42 
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Ressac
CHRISTOPHE DAL SASSO

After adapting works from the French classical repertoire with Lionel Belmondo and putting together bespoke scores for
artists such as saxophone player David Liebman, Brazilian popular singer Milton Nascimento and violinist Jean-Luc
Ponty, French composer, arranger and flautist Christophe Dal Sasso sets off on a new musical adventure of his own.
Based on a performance that brings together on the same stage a writer/actor, a classical pianist and an orchestra led by
jazzmen, Ressac can be viewed as the culmination of a personal journey.

In devising the project, Christophe Dal Sasso’s goal was to build bridges between various means of artistic expression,
and notably to bridge the gap between the verbal alchemy of poetry – with texts written and performed by David
Belmondo – and the magic properties of music, whose evocative power remains a mystery. And so a gesture, a
movement of transit begins to stand out at the heart of this 11-piece ensemble. It relates to the shift from what is written
to what is improvised, the private to the collective, the composer to the soloist, the words spoken to the notes played.

Track listing: 	
			
1 	Nuits Sans Sommeil (Texte) 	2'23 	 
2 	Terre De Naissance 	5'24 	 
3 	Nuit Sans Sommeil 	6'39 	 
4 	Pluie De Cendre (Prélude) 	3'12 	 
5 	Transit 	8'11 	 
6 	Ressac 	3'11 	 
7 	Ressac (Texte) 	1'51 	 
8 	Perdition 	4'56 	 
9 	Casa Battlo (Prélude) 	3'51 	 
10 	Gaudi 	5'17 	 
11 	Flots 	4'36 	 
12 	Mer D'Huile 	4'36 	 
13 	Recherche 	6'37 	 
14 	Perdition (Texte) 	1'59 	 
15 	Mer D'Huile (Prélude) 	3'32
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Angelina
THE BULGARIAN VOICES ANGELITE

Le Mystère des Voix Bulgares is an album of Bulgarian folk songs performed by the Bulgarian State Radio & Television
Female Vocal Choir that achieved huge success in the UK (on the goth/rock 4AD label) in the 1980s as is now seen as a
classic of world music.

The choir became so popular it had to split in two to perform its many duties. One half took on the name Angelite (The
Angels). This ensemble of 20 singers has released many critically acclaimed albums internationally and are multiple
Grammy nominees. This is the choir who have performed for the Maharajah of India, and at the Nobel Peace Prize
Awards in Oslo. This is the choir for whom Phil Collins wrote the song "Transformation," featured on the soundtrack and
DVD of Disney's "Brother Bear" hit movie. The choir has collaborated with many musicians in its long history: Maria
Farantouri, Sezen Aksu, Okay Temiz, Fanfare Ciocarlia, Altan, Enrique Morente, Värttina, The Chieftains, Huun-Huur-Tu
and others.

This new album is their first studio recording for ten years and as ever it is dedicated to the traditional music of Bulgaria. 
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Renayate
HOURIA AÏCHI

In Renayate ("Women"), Houria Aïchi pays tribute to the great women singers of Algeria. Through the songs of Meriem
Fekkai, Remitti, Cherifa, Fadela d'Oran or Djura, it is really Algerian women as a whole, of every generation, that she is
celebrating. These women sing about love, exile, war and solitude – "I approach these songs with humility, she explains,
but also with the hope that these women would have been very proud of this album."

Track listing: 	
			
1 	Mabrouk El Farh 	3'49 	 
2 	Ana Touiri 	7'03 	 
3 	Goumari 	7'03 	 
4 	Nouar 	4'26 	 
5 	El Galb Ber Sali 	5'38 	 
6 	Atchatht Thoules 	4'28 	 
7 	Cheche 	4'29 	 
8 	Madre 	3'40 	 
9 	Arouel 	4'30 	 
10 	Allah Idoum Farhkoum 	5'35 	 
11 	Aldjia 	4'01
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Ali Eris, saz & chorus.
Ali Koca, saz & chorus
Ali Toren, chorus
Hasan Uçar, saz & chorus
Ilhami Eris, chorus
Irfat Dogan, chorus
Muzaffer Gorgulu, saz & chorus
Suleyman Biçer, saz & chorus
Suleyman Can, chorus
Suleyman Uçar, saz & chorus

Turkey - The Ceremony of the Bektashi Djem
The Tradition of Abdal Musa

After presenting the Ceremony of the Alevi Djem, Ocora now presents the Bektashi Djem, as sung in one of the historic
centres of this religious affiliation, the village of Tekke Koyu in the mountains of the Antalya region.

Detailed sleeve notes explain the religious aspects of the Alevi and Bektashi rituals and the sigificance of the historical
figure of Abdal Musa. The music is played on the saz (lute) with several vocalists singing the communal prayers and
benedictions. 
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Elodie Messmer - Violin, bratsch
Aline Haelberg - Violin
Fabien Bucher - Guitar
Arthur Bacon - Accordion

Romanian Music: An Adventure
ZAKOUSKA

A wonderful orchestration of poetic sounds and Romanian traditional music.

The quartet started in 2009 after a session during the mythical “Hache” in Strasbourg. They were drawn to a collection of
Romanian music by its originality and its fresh spirit. During two trips through Romania, they discovered precious
melodies that would influence their repertoire fiercely. Captions of  their encounters, depending on the cities they were
travelling to, melodies, but also the atmosphere, discussions, parties and even cellphone ringtones inspired them during
their journey.

They discovered the diversity of Romanian sounds they would never expect to be so vivid and abundant. Immediately
after their return they started working on their music. By mixing traditional music with a touch of Jazz and experimental
sounds, they rapidly created their own musical language, particular to Zakouska.

In brief, an emancipation of a dazzling tradition, along with violin, bratsch, accordion and guitar.
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Carlos Gardel 
Guillermo Desiderio Barbieri, guitar
José María Aguilar, guitar
Domingo Ángel Riverol, guitar
José Ricardo, guitar
Horacio Pettorossi, guitar
Julio Domingo Vivas, guitar

 Si Soy As²
The Masters of Tango
CARLOS GARDEL

The Masters of Tango series presents an overview of the greatest artists of tango. 25 tracks per CD; attractive artwork
with new illustrations; informative sleeve notes (in English, Spanish and French).

Everything about Carlos Gardel justified his incredible popularity. The timbre of his voice, which was one of a kind, was
superb, warm and velvet-smooth, closer to the baritone of an opera singer than a singer with no formal training, and
always absolutely in tune. The man had a hitherto unheard of mastery of phrasing which enhanced the words he sang
and he used rubato in a well thought-out way which came to characterise his work. His sense of interpretation, which
liberated tango from being a mere dance, remains without equal. All of this raised Gardel to the status of a natural born
singer. Tracks recorded between 1927 - 1933.
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Champagne Tango
The Masters of Tango
FRANCISCO CANARO

The Masters of Tango series presents an overview of the greatest artists of tango. 25 tracks per CD; attractive artwork
with new illustrations; informative sleeve notes (in English, Spanish and French).

Canaro was an extraordinarily prolific composer and a tireless studio artist. He has 3,925 recordings to his name, which
makes him the champion across the board for Argentinian tango records. Canaro's charisma and fame can be measured
in terms of the incredible number of artists who were once members of one of the countless ensembles he led. He
always worked with highly prominent musicians. The innovations he was behind came about as part of his deep-seated
desire to please his audience and not to discomfit them. Tracks recorded between 1937 - 1962.
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Una Gota De Roc²o 
The Masters of Tango
OSVALDO FRESEDO

The Masters of Tango series presents an overview of the greatest artists of tango. 25 tracks per CD; attractive artwork
with new illustrations; informative sleeve notes (in English, Spanish and French).

Osvaldo Fresedo was determined to rid tango of some of its 'orthodox' characteristics. He remains a figure of
incontestable importance on the tango scene, where he helped changes come about faster and considerably enriched
the tango repertoire. His style is characterised by the importance of the melody, which takes precedence over any
rhythmic variations. The romantic atmosphere, which is immediately recognisable, can be attributed to the slow tempi he
used, sometimes with an element of rubato. Tracks recorded between 1942 - 1955.
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El Simp§tico 
The Masters of Tango
JUAN D'ARIENZO

The Masters of Tango series presents an overview of the greatest artists of tango. 25 tracks per CD; attractive artwork
with new illustrations; informative sleeve notes (in English, Spanish and French).

The barely suggested melody elegantly wormed its way into the heart of the ever-heady beat. Outnumbering the four
violins, six bandoneons played at the forefront of the stage. As leader of this ensemble, D'Arienzo was breathing new life
into the tango and encouraging other orchestras to start using arrangements with a stronger beat as well as faster tempi.
'El Rey del Compas' had just opened the door wide to the Golden Age of Tango.
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Patria M²a
The Masters of Tango
PEDRO LAURENZ

The Masters of Tango series presents an overview of the greatest artists of tango. 25 tracks per CD; attractive artwork
with new illustrations; informative sleeve notes (in English, Spanish and French).

Pedro Laurenz was a prolific, inspired composer. His orchestra was incontestably ahead of its time, his style prioritised
the use of a rich variety of rhythmic embellishments. Most of the tangos he composed have been played by a large
number of other musicians. Laurenz's recordings were characterised by sophisticated arrangements. With the musicians'
commanding, forceful way of playing, backed up by a judiciously accentuated beat, their work was particularly well suited
to dancing.
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Tres y Dos
The Masters of Tango
ANíBAL TROILO

The Masters of Tango series presents an overview of the greatest artists of tango. 25 tracks per CD; attractive artwork
with new illustrations; informative sleeve notes (in English, Spanish and French).

Aníbal Troilo holds a special place in the world of tango. He was one of those creative artists whose whole life seemed to
be underpinned by music. Troilo incontestably carved out his own style. He fronted his ensembles without any showy
mannerisms, always demonstrating impeccable taste of a rare refinement. Troilo was the most admired musician of his
time and he remains one of the most respected today.
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Burkina Faso - Noumou
KADY DIARRA

Kady Diarra originally comes from Bobo Dioulasso, Burkina Faso, but grew up in Abidjan, Ivory Coast before returning to
her homeland. She began singing and dancing with Adama Dramé 's Foliba, but Kady always knew she would become a
solo artist.  In 1998, she surrounds itself with musicians of her family, who put in music its directory in a traditional vein
and begin in tour in Africa. From touring first in Africa then in Europe she progressed to recording her first album (2004)
and audiences were seduced by her traditional, joyful and so natural music. 

The music utilises traditional instruments in modern arrangements. In her lyrics, faithful to the tradition of the griots, Kady
plays her social rôle, and advises her African brothers and sisters for their everyday life, gives them hope in the future
and honours her ancestors. (Reissue of Playasound PS66415)
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Irish Sacred Music
BRENDAN GAELIC

Irish sacred music has suvived through the ages, with traces dating from as far back as the tenth century. These pieces
have often been played by harpists, but here the band Brendan Gaelic employ tin whistle, vocals, harp, cello, guitar,
bass, piano and even a bouzouki on these modern arrangements of traditional music.
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Eric Clapton - guitar, vocals
Jack Bruce - bass, harmonica, vocals
Ginger Baker - drums, vocals

The Alternative Album
CREAM

All tracks were recorded in September 1966 in London and were alternate takes of tracks on Cream's first album "Fresh
Cream", except (7), which had never been released before and (9), which was recorded in Sweden 1967. This is a
straight re-issue of the 1992 release on ITM, with new artwork.

Track listing: 	
			
1 	Lawdy Mama 	2'03 	 
2 	Rollin and Tumblin 	4'39 	 
3 	Sweet Wine 	3'09 	 
4 	Cat Squirrel 	3'12 	 
5 	The Coffee Song 	2'49 	 
6 	Toad 	4'22 	 
7 	You Make Me Feel 	2'43 	 
8 	Wrapping Paper 	1'07 	 
9 	Fallstaff Beer 	1'02 	 
10 	I Feel Free 	3'09 	 
11 	White Room 	4'14
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PacoVolume - vocals, guitar 
Antoine Boistelle - drums, percussion  
Clément Fonio - guitar
Fred Scamps - keyboards
Richard Cousin - bass

Massive Passive
PACO VOLUME

Titled after an equalizer used in the recording studio, Massive Passive is PacoVolume's sophomore album. Recorded in
Paris with producer Julien Delfaud (Phoenix, Woodkid, The Bewitched Hands, Revolver), Massive Passive continues to
showcase the erudite songwriting of PacoVolume. However this time it was a collective effort. While he used to be in
control of everything and play all the instruments, PacoVolume chose to rely on his musician friends previously spotted
with Gaëtan Roussel and The Shoes.

As a consequence, Massive Passive reveals a more noisy side of PacoVolume : it opens with a real wall of sound on
"Yallah Shalom", and then the rock tension of "The Bald and the Underpaid" is a pleasant reminiscence of the first Bloc
Party albums. Massive Passive demonstrates a density of refined melodies quite rare in France, and allows PacoVolume
to risk brilliant audacities such as the ragga parenthesis on "Palest Winter Light" or the tribute to Sarah Records
productions on "Olaf & Paul", while we could easily imagine Jarvis Cocker or Bryan Ferry singing on "Galaxy of Stars"!

Track listing: 	
			
1 	Yallah Shalom 	4'31 	 
2 	The Bald and the Underpaid 	3'27 	 
3 	Palest Winter Light 	3'59 	 
4 	Black Shorts Henry 	3'05 	 
5 	Olaf and Paul 	2'46 	 
6 	Galaxy of Stars 	4'53 	 
7 	Darling 	6'35 	 
8 	As Usual 	3'27 	 
9 	Master Writer 	3'39 	 
10 	Page 3 Stunner 	3'21
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José Reis Fontao - vocals, guitar
Emmanuel Barichasse - guitar
Arno Bordas - bass
François Ernie - drums

Pursuit (+ Brother remix EP)
STUCK IN THE SOUND

The first album, "Never Mind the Living Dead", felt like an uncontained outburst from wild kids, packing 25 different riffs
per song. With "Shoegazing Kids" their second effort, the band learnt how to channel their energy and write songs that
could express feelings. The rowdy kids became poetic teenagers. In hindsight, those 10 years proved to be their learning
process, 10 years to digest various influences, from rock to rap, so as to find their breakaway sound. 

With "Pursuit", the four guys have  achieved something quite rare : by writing exactly the way they wanted to, by
concentrating on the music and working every track separately. This is no concept album. Stuck in the Sound worked on
the only thing that mattered to them - songs that had their own structure and meaning. The third album is the make or
break. Pursuit shines by the diversity of its music, soft melodies answer to electro or stadium rock. But all feel like Stuck
in the Sound. 

Track listing: 	
			
1 	Brother 	3'19 	 
2 	Let's Go 	3'32 	 
3 	Fred Mercure 	2'41 	 
4 	September 	3'21 	 
5 	Tender 	3'38 	 
6 	Bandruptcy 	2'35 	 
7 	Criminal 	5'57 	 
8 	Who's The Guy 	4'02 	 
9 	Pursuit 	3'03 	 
10 	My Life 	3'23 	 
11 	Silent and Sweet 	4'38 	 
12 	I Told You 	3'08 	 
13 	Purple 	2'49 	 
14 	Ghost 	3'05 	 

1 	Brother (Yuksek remix) 	4'55 	 
2 	Brother (Juveniles remix) 	3'11 	 
3 	Brother (Panteros666 vocal remix) 	4'07 	 
4 	Brother (Panteros666 dub remix) 	4'07
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Elevator Dubs
UMBERTO ECHO

The music tickles on the skin. The beats are razor sharp, the sounds sizzle and echo – Umberto Echo is on his way!
When the German expert sound puzzler and dub specialist goes to the heart of tracks the details flash like sparks and
the music becomes focused. Well known as producer in Germany of many bands between dub, rock and psychedelic
Umberto Echo presents his third album under his name. 

Elevator Dubs opens with the Jazz-Reggae-classic “Surfin” by Ernest Ranglin. A great jazz track demonstrating what
might be possible in Reggae-land. It is refreshing to hear how elegantly the break beats – played live by crack drummer
JoJo Mayer, joins with melodica, trumpet and the graceful dub-effect-fireworks. Bonde Di Ihmao sounds great with
bubbling basses and the hip hop toasting by Bani Silva (Brazil). And the surprise is perfect when on the next track the
Jazz-World virtuosi Jean Louis Matinier (accordion) and Renaud Garcia-Fons (double bass) pop up. Other well-known
names appear: Peter Apfelbaum; Josh Roseman; Nicholas Addo-Nettey (Fela Kuti Africa 70); Matt Darriau; Kurt
Rosenwinkel - suggestive of a serious jazz dalliance within the bass and drum framework. The most intense cooperation
for Umberto Echo happened with keyboardist Barney McCall (Fred Wesley, Gary Bartz). 

“Elevator Dubs” sits on the great base of space and pulse that penetrates everything. At the same time the elevator takes
off into new territories and allows surprising views per floor. Umberto Echo has produced a contemporary dub album that
fulfills highest expectations. 

Track listing:
1. Surfin' 05:32 / 2. Bonde Di Irmão 04:04 / 3. Travels In Hyperreality 04:25 / 4. Elevator Dub  03:50 / 5. Obroni
Outernational  05:12 / 6. Water Get No Enemy  06:01 / 7. Tomorrow Now Dub  04:41 / 8. Faro Dub 05:11 / 9. The Power
Dub  06:47 / 10. Gong Rock Dub  04:23 / 11. Roman Baths  04:29 (Total time: 54'35)
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Hebron Gate LP
GROUNDATION
With DON CARLOS and THE CONGOS

Double vinyl LP of this Groundation classic from 2002.

The album’s nine tracks tell the story of a Dragon War coming upon the nations. The story unfolds in 24 hours with the
sun rising in the beginning, setting in the middle, and finally rising again at the end. For the final two tracks Groundation
calls upon their elders, and reggae legends Don Carlos and The Congos take up the fight.
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Young Tree
GROUNDATION

Groundation’s first all original studio album, and one of Reggae music’s only concept ablums, Young Tree is remastered
and re-released. To give it an enhanced big roots sound, the album has been remastered by Legendary engineer Jim
Fox. Young Tree also features a new layout design by original artist Giovanni Maki.
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Each One Teach One
GROUNDATION
With RAS MICHAEL and MARCIA HIGGS

11 tracks from California's premiere Reggae band. This album features legendary Nyabinghi percussionist Ras Michael
and the soothing voice of Marcia Higgs, daughter of the late Joe Higgs, on backing vocals. Mixing by Jamaican engineer
the Scientist, and mastering by Jim Fox.
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Hebron Gate
GROUNDATION
With DON CARLOS and THE CONGOS

The album’s nine tracks tell the story of a Dragon War coming upon the nations. The story unfolds in 24 hours with the
sun rising in the beginning, setting in the middle, and finally rising again at the end. For the final two tracks Groundation
calls upon their elders, and reggae legends Don Carlos and The Congos take up the fight.
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We Free Again
GROUNDATION
With APPLE GABRIEL (Israel Foundation) and DON CARLOS

California's internationally renowned reggae group Groundation emerges from the depths of the studio with their 4th
studio album entitled We Free Again. The music is fresh and new, proving once again that they are committed to the task
of groundbreaking original music.
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Upon The Bridge
GROUNDATION
Featuring PABLO MOSES and IJAHMAN LEVI

Upon the Bridge brings listeners closer to the overall concept of the entire works of Groundation. All 4 previous albums
have led to this point. Picking up where We Free (2004) left off, Upon the Bridge is the individual’s journey beyond their
known world to a bridge of mythic proportion. In their search of hope and prosperity the individual must make the journey
across the bridge leading them to an unknown future.

Keeping with the Groundation practice of joining their original and distinctive sound with the foundation that is Reggae
music, the album features the voices of two Jamaican legends, Pablo Moses and Ijahman Levi . Upon the Bridge takes
music lovers and fans of deep conscious music to new heights as the group demonstrates their evolution in the
arrangements, songwriting, and studio creativity of Groundation in 2006.
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Here I Am
GROUNDATION
Featuring THE CONGOS and PABLO MOSES

Here I Am is the sixth full-length studio release from California-based international fusion-music pioneers, Groundation.
On full display is Groundation’s signature style of crystallizing the ongoing worldwide struggle for consciousness, into an
amalgam of drum and bass-heavy Roots Reggae, the swirling horns and organs of Jazz/Funk fusion, and the masterful
production of truly transcendental Dub.

Here I Am picks up where the previous albums left off—in a collective and linear story, that seeks to interpret the truly
historic times we are living in. Among the many voices featured on the album, Groundation singers Kim Pommell and
Stephanie Wallce, Reggae legends: The Congos, Pablo Moses and of course, the enigmatic Groundation frontman,
Harrison Stafford.

Here I Am is just what it sounds like: a declaration of presence and a commitment to action.
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